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PREFACE 

This study was undertaken· to investigate the feasibility 

of the use of UHF-VHF radio reflection spectrometry as a geophysi-

cal remote sensing technique for the aerial mapping of the electro-

magnetic properties of natural surfaces. Fresh, brackish, and sea 

water were used as target materials for the test of the prototype 

instrument because (i) the instrumental approach tested here has a 

potential application as an airborne salinometer for mapping fresh 

water outflows along ocean coastlines, and (ii) the electromagnetic 

properties of aqueous saline solutions are fairly well ·known. 

The dispersion curves of the electromagnetic properties of 

f 
6 10 . water to radiation o 10 to 1.3 x 10 Hertz at normal incidence 

were computed and plotted for 39 salinity and temperature combina-

tions. These curves should be of value to workers in radio techniques 

for remote sensing in hydrology and limnology. 

The experimental results from the test of the reflection 

spectrometer are of value as a measure of the feasibility of the 

instrumental approach including the use of a swept-frequency 

generator, directional coupler, and an antenna for direct measure-

ment of continuous .reflectance spectra of natural surf aces. 

I would like to acknowledge the advice of Dr. R. J. Adams, of 

the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, during the initial stages of 

system design, and the critical ear of Dr. Kazutoshi Najita, of the 

Electrical Engineering Department of the University of llawai.i. The 

research was supported in part by the Office of Water Resources 
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Rese~rch, United States Department of the Interior. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new geophysical technique fbr the remote measurement of the 

electromagnetic properties of natural surfaces was investigated. 

Theoretical and laboratory work has produced evidence for the validity 

of the use of ultra-high frequency radio reflection spectrometry 

for remote sensing of salinity of brackish water. 

The submarine spring portion of the hydrologic regime of the 

Hawaiian Islands is difficult to measure by direct methods. The 

problem undertaken was to devise ~ remote sensing technique to 

measure the salinity of brackish water emerging from submarine 

spr_ings and floating on coastal sea water. 

A preliminary study of the electromagnetic properties of aqueous 

sodium chloride, computer-generated frequency dispersion curves of 
. . 

1) the dielectric coefficients, 2) power reflectance, 3) brightness 

temperature, and 4) skin depth of water as a function of eight 

different normalities of sodium chloride corresponding to a salinity 

range from pure to ocean water, and as a · function of five different 

temperatures from o0 c to 40°C to the radio frequency range from 106 

10 to 3 x 10 Hertz were constructed. These graphs indicate that the 

frequency dispersion of the reflectance of radio energy in the 106 to 

109 Hertz band at normal incidence to a smooth water surf ace is 

str<?ngly influenced by the salinity of the water, and that the spectral 

signature could be used as a measure of water salinity as distinguished 

from water temperature. 

In the range of interest, 20° to 2s0 c, 0.3 ppt to 30 ppt dissolved 



solids, the dominant physical factor explaining the change of relcc-

tance with salinity changes is .the - ion~c conductivity due to the 

lateral flow of ions induced by the . imposed electromagnetic field. 

The ionic conductivity of brackish water is a monotonic function of 

the salt content. 

A laboratory prototype radio reflection spectrometer was 

designed and assembled from . commercially available swept-frequency 

UHF-microwave test equipment, a single horn antenna, and a hand-made 

CDaxial sample cell. Construction of a free-wave spectrometer using 

8 
log-periodic antennas for the entire 5.3 octave range from 10 to 

9 . 
4xl0 Hertz was attempted, but the necessary frequency-independence 

of the hand-made antenna system was not attained. 

Reflectance spectra from 2.5 x 109 to 4.0 x 109 Hertz of fresh 

and sea water were obtained with a free-wave (horn antenna and pool) 
a· 

system and reflectance spectra of brackish and sea water from 10 to 

2. 0 x 109 Hertz and of fresh water from 0. 8 x 109 to 2 x 109 Hertz 

v 

were obtained with a coaxial waveguide system. The measured spectral 

signatures appear to agree with the computed reflectance of aqueous 

sodium chloride solutions. 

The theoretical and experimental results indicate that free-wave 

radio reflectance spectrometry from 10
6 to 109 Hertz is feasible for 

use in remote sensing of salinity of fresl1 and brackish water outflows 

onto sea water. 
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

One of the areas of research at the Water Resources Research 

Center at the Univer:;ity of Hawaii has been the development of 

suitable techniques to measure and map .the fresh water discharged 

by submarine springs into Hawaiian coastal ocean water. This fresh 

or brackish water floats on the ocean surface and is dissipated 

by lateral spreading in a discrete layer or by turbulent mixing, 

depending on the stability of the stratification. 

Tile submarine spring portion of the hydrologic regime has 

proved to be very difficult to map by direct methods for the 

follo.wing reasons: 1) both the spring water and the sea water 

into which it flows are usually clear and thus the springs are 

not easily visible; and 2) much of the Hawaiian coastline is 

accessible only by foot, horseback, helicopter, or small boat 

and would necessitate m~ny man:-hours to accomplish a given survey. 

The need for a method of aerial mapping of.these surface salinity 

anomalies was therefore clearly evident. Three remote sensing 

aerial techniques have been investigated for use in mapping fresh 

water outflows: thermal imagery, thermal radiometry, and photo

graphy. The first effort in Hawaii was by Fischer, Davis, and 

Sousa (1966), who mapped many spring outflows around the island 

of Hawaii using side-scanning thermal imagery of the temperature 

anomalies associated with the springs. 

Lepley and Palmer (1967) attempted aerial mapping of coastal 



springs by using an· infrared radiometer mo.unted on a helicopter 

which measured the t'emperature of a spot of water under the air

craft. This techn1que was not feasible because it had the same 

shortcoming as measurements from a small boat. Smaller bodies 

of cold (fresh) water were missed unless the vehicle passed 

directly over them. 

Thermal imagery of spring outflow, using relatively inexpen~ 

sive thermal scanners developed for medical use, proved / to be 

successful. Three types of these thennal cameras were used 
• 

in a small ai!craft adapted for their use: AGA Thermovision, 

BOFORS, and AGA with wide-angle lens (sec Adams and Lepley, 1968; 

Adams et. al., 1969 ;' and Adams et. al., 1970). 

A non-thermal photographic technique has shown promising 

results i~ synoptic mapping of the time-average distribution of 

the outflow by mapping intertidal marine plant species which are 

correlatable to average salinity. The technique involved the use 

of Eastman Kodak type 8843 infrared-aero color film (camouflage 

detection film) together with a color correction filter chosen 

on the basis of the measured reflectance spectra of the indicator 

plants and simultaneous photography with conventional color film 

(Drilliande and Lepley, 1970). 

The thermal scanning technique and the infrared color photo

graphy of botanical indicators both have the same disadvantage 

of not measuring salinity. The thermal scanning technique 

depends upon temperature anomalies of at least .s0 c correlatable . 

to salinity anomalies. Thus, . fresh-water outflows of nearly 

2 



3 

the same temperature as ocean surf ace waters can not be mapped 

·by this technique. The intensity of the thermal anomaly may 

merely indicate the amplitude of the temperature difference 

between the ground water and the ocean water rather than the 

freshness or volume of outflow. Infrared color photography, 

on the other hand, depends on the presence of conditions 

favorable· to the verdant growth of shallow marine vegetation 

such as a large expanse of shallow rock bottom protected from 

·the surf. 

1.2. The Problem 

Two physical parameters are indicative of the magnitude 

of large salinity anomalies: 1) electrical conduc.ti vi ty, and 

2) density. For the temperature and salinity range of the 

0 0 anomalies to be mappel' (1 to 10 C, 5 .0 to 33.0 ppt dissolved 

solids), conductivity and density are nearly linear indicators 

of the amount of fresh water at any one point. Thus a remote 

(airborne) · sensor of either conductivity or density would be a 

sensor of large salinity anomalies such as those of estauries 

or submarine springs. 

The reflectivity to visible light of smooth water at normal 

incidence increases monotonically with density and salinity. To 

exploit this fact, a laser reflectometer was constructed in an 

unsuccessful attempt to measure reflect ance of \v atcr vs . . sa-

lini ty. Difficulty in measurement of the very sma ll rcfJcct ance 

anomaly in visual light led to a 1i teraturc r eview bf the optics 



of water in the entire electromagnetic spectrum from <lirect 

current to ultra violet, i.e., 0 to 1017 llertz (Lepley and Adams, 

1968). This study showed that, to a band of very high radio 

frequencies, the optical contrast between saline and non-saline 

water is orders of magnitude higher than in t~e visible region. 

Accordingly, the laser project was discontinued and work began 

on a new remote sensor. 

A literature search concentrating on high radio frequencies 

from 108 to 1011 Hertz (VHF, UHF, and microwave) showed that thi~ 

band includes lowest frequency anomalous dispersion region for 

water and that, from 10
8 

to 109 Hertz, the dispersion curves of the 

electromagnetic properties of fresh, brackish and sea water are 

4 

sufficiently unique to justify exploitation of the properties of water 

vs. salinity. Design of a prototype laboratory remote sensor for 

these measurements was begun. 

The experiment was designed with some constraints to the 

water target: 1) smooth surface, 2) room temperature, 3) sufficient 

thickness to appear as infinitely thick to the sensor, and 4) finite 

width of the target. The -results of previous workers have shown 

that temperature effects are negligible compared to effects of large 

salinity changes. A pool for the water target can be constructed 

to appear infinitely wide to 4 x 109 Hertz but it woul<l require 

a pool some tens of meters across to eliminate edge <lif fraction 

8 effects to 10 l~rtz. 



1. 3 Procedure 

lbe procedure for the study of reflective properties to high

frequency radio consisted of four parts: 

1) literature search for data of previous workers and the computa

tion and plotting from these data of continuous spectra of 

(a) dielectric properties, (b) reflectivity, (c) brightness 

temp~ratures, and (d) skin .depth of saline solutions; 

2) study of these estimated spectra and physical theory of the 

structure of water to choose the optimum frequency range for 

measurement of salinity by radio reflection; 

3) design and construction of equipment based on availability of 

frequency-swept microwave test equipment; 

4) laboratory measurement of radio reflection spectrum of water 

s 

as a function of salinity, (a) to test the computed reflectivity

salinity relationship by checking the agreement with the 

theoretically predicted and interpolate<l spectra and (b) to 

evaluate the feasibility of this new technique for possible 

development as an aerial remote sensor. 

1.4 Frequency Dispersion of Reflectivity 

lbe results of this literature search and data compilation 

were used to compute and plot the interpolated curves .of figures 2, 

4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 showing the predicted reflectance spectra of 

fresh, brackish, and sea water. The reflectance curves show that 

the expected reflectance is influenced strongly by salinity and 

somewhat by temperature at the UIIF and VJIF frequencies of 106 to 109 
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Hertz, is relatively insensitive to both temperature and salinity at 

microwave frequencies of about 1010 Hertz, and is temperature-sensitive 

at higher frequencies. In general, the reflectivity of smooth, 1 

brackish water is predicted to increase with decreasing radio frequency 

and increasing salinity. Power reflectivity to radiation· at any given 

frequency can be expressed as (Born and Wolf, 1965, p. 620): 

power reflectivity. R (1) 

in terms of n, the refractive index, and, k the absorption index. 

at 108 Hz and lower frequencies, where ion conductivity is dominant, 

these two frequency-dependent parameters n and k can be computed from 

two static mass properties, £ , the static pennittivity (also known s 

as the dielectric coefficient) and the specific conductivity o in 

e.s. u. and the frequency of radiation, £: 

;,; 2 4o2;£2 -2 n = 1/2 ( £ + €: ) s s 

c/r.2 + 402/£2 + n2k2 = 1/2 E: ), s S · 

(2) 

(3) 

as in Born and Wolf (1965' p. 613) when µ = 1 in their fonnula. The 

specific permittivity changes only slightly with salinity and there 

is a quasi-linear change of conductivity with change of salinity as 

is well known by oceanographers (see figure 25 and pp. 380-381 in 

Dorsey, 1940). 

The HF (10 7 llcrtz ·and below) dispersion curves of reflccti vi ty 

(figures 2 through 24) can be used to identi f y the intrusion of 



brackish water into fresh water but arc relatively insensitive to 

brackish water mixing into sea water. J\t microwave frequencies 

9 (10 and higher frequencies) the mass properties of e: and cr can no 

longer be used in formulas 2 and 3 because they become frequency-

dependent as the molecular dipole oscillation begins to dominate. 

7 
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. Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

· 2.1 Electrical Properties of Water 

The decrease of the real part of the dielectric constant of 

liquids for radio waves of increasing frequency, i.e. anomalous dis-

persion, was first noticed by P. Drude in the nineteenth century 

(P. Debye, 1929). 

The currently accepted interpretation of the electrical pro-

perties of solutions ls based on the dipole theory developed by 

P. Debye (1929). According to Debye, the dipolar molecules of 

liquid water are randomly reoriented in alignment by thermal agitation. 

Upon the application of an electric field, the molecules come to their 

new position of equilibrium only after a finite time designated by a 

time. constant, ~. The Debye formulation describes the relationship 

between T and the frequency dispersion of£' and e:", the real 

(capacitive) and imagineary (dissipative) parts, respectively, of the 

complex' permittivity by 

£ - £ s 00 
£I = £ + 

x2 00 

1 + 

and 
(e: - £ )X s 00 

e:" ;:: 

x2 1 + 

£ + 2 
x s = WT , 

£ + 2 
where 

00 

e: is the static dielectric . coefficient, 
s 

£ is the optical dielectric coefficient, 
00 

and w is the frequency in radians per secon<l. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

', 



Debye also pointed out that in an electrolytic solution where the 

dipolar molecule's orientation is governed by the charge of the ion, 

the water hydrated by the ions will be made less responsive to an 

. electric field by their inability to rotate, thus reducing the 

dielectric constant of a solution in proportion to the ionic conc~n-

9 

tration. However, the original Debye equation is limited by the 

assumption of molecular freedom and thus cannot be applied to polar 

liquids like water whose structure is now known to be quasi-crystalline, 

that is, at least a portion of the water molecules are bonded to 

their neighbors in an ice-like structure (Samoilov, 1965). 

The ionic hydration in aqueous solution was considered in rela-

tion to the structure of water by Bernal and Fowler (1933) who drew 

attention to the supposed tetrahedral character of water. 

Measurements of the properties of water in the region of anomalous 

dispersion, 106 to 1012 Hertz, has been· restricted to measurements 

at fixed or incremental frequencies and usually also to samples 

contained in waveguide cell's. 

The first free-wave measurements of the high-frequency properties 

of water may have been made by J. D. Tear (1923), \~ho fabricated a 

Hertzian oscillator to direct 1.1 x 109 to 7.1 x 1010 ~z (.42 to 2.7 

cm) beams through the apparatus. He used a completely optical approach 

and considered his oscillator as a point source from which radiation 

was directed through paraffin lenses, a glass beam-splitter, and 

mirrors for near.-vcrtical incidence reflectivity and attenuation 

measurements. Tear then computed refractive indices from the measured 

reflection and attenuation coefficients. 



Al though he did not use a free-wave· technique, R. ·cooper 

(1946) made a series o: measurements of the properties of 

saline water over a wide range of radio frequencies. He 

measured conductivity of 3 percent NaCl solutions at seven 

relatively low frequencies between .95 x 106 and 13. x 106 Hz 

and concluded that ionic conductivity was frequency-independent. 

For measurements of the indices of refraction and attenuation, 

Cooper used a two-wire transmission line passing into water. 

to an inunersed metal plate reflector. Standing-wave measurements 

were made at discrete frequencies from .69 x 109 to 4.32 x 109 

Hz (Ao= 6.95 to 43.5 cm). 

J. A. Saxton (1946) computed dielectric properties of a 

NaCl solution at 19 x 109 Hz (1.58 cm} from reflection ·and 

transmission coefficients measured with a free-wave technique. 

He used an aluminum plate refe_rence target . for 100% reflectance 

calibration. His "affective-temperature" theory explained 

the decrease in dielectric constant with the addition of 3% 

NaCl to be equivalent to the decrease in dipole :relaxation time 

by a rise in temperature of 9° to l0°c from 18°C. Dipole 

relaxation time represents the time lag .of a dipolar molecule 

to become forced into a new position of equilibrium by an 

electric field and is thus a transition time. Saxton then 

computed extrapolated curves of refraction index n and absorption 

index k of pure ·and sea water from .2 to 10. cm (3 to 15 x 109 Hz). 

Using waveguide sample cells, Collie, Hasted, and Ritson 

10 



(1948) measured the dielectric properties of pure water at 

3 x 109, 10 x 109, and 25 x 109 Hz (1.25~ 3, and 10 cm) and 

at several temperatures. 

Waveguide measurements of aqueous NaCl solutions at 

9 9 9 9.35 x 10 , 24.1 x 10 and 48.2 x 10 Hz were made by Saxton 

and Lane (1952) who calculated the electrical properties 

of pure, fresh, and sea water from 30 x 106 Hz to 30 x 109 Hz. 

They emphasized that the total conductivity of an electrolytic 

solution in a polar solvent like water is partly an effective 

conductivity due to the rotation of polar molecule and partly_ 

ionic conductivity. 

At relatively low frequencies of the applied field, E , the . s 

static dielectric co~stant for zero frequency can be taken to be 

the same as that for low frequencies less than io6 Hertz. Over 

95 percent of the dielectric constant, E , arises from s 

reorientation of water molecules. As the frequency is increased, 

the molecules do not reorient fast enough to come into equilibrium 

with the field and the dielectric constant falls to a much 

smaller value, E
00

, the optical dielectric constant. C. P. Smyth 

(1955) described this phenomenon, called dielectric dispersion, 

by the equation, 

£' = E + 
co 

£ -£ s 00 

2 1 + (21Tf-r) 

where £ 1 is the frequency-dependent permittivity and T is the 

(7) 

11 



dielectric relaxation time lag in dipole orientation. When 

the rotary motion of the molecules is not sufficiently rapid 

for the attainment of equilibrium with the field, the polarization 

then acquires a conductance component in phase with the field 

and re_sul ts in thermal dissipation of energy. The displacement 

loss current, £ 11
, is described by Smyth as 

(E -E ) (2nfT) 
2 

s 00 

E" = (8) 

Equations (7) and (8) are simpler than equations (4), (5), and (6) 

from P. Debye. Smyth points out that the pre-World War II 
' 

measurements of solutions of electrolytes were subject to large 

errors. 

The only published values of Es' 1, and ionic conductivity 

as a function ~f both temperature and salinity were found in 

Saxton and Lane (1952). However, no values for dilute solutions 

were published therein. 

Although Collie, Hasted, and Ritson (1948) found that 

their measured dielectric coefficients data could be described 

by a single relaxation time T and a high-frequency dielectric 

constant E of 5.5, Grant, Buchanin, and Cook (1957) found 
00 

that dielectric coefficients were best described by a very 

small temperature spread of relaxation time and a value of 

4.5 for £
00

• Grant et al., used coaxial sample cells of 

pure water at temperatures from o0 to 70°c and frequencies of 

12 



8 9 9 9 10 5.8 x 10 , 1.7 x 10 , 3.6 x 10 , 9.3 x 10 , and 2.4 x 10 

Hz (52., 17.2, 10., 8.22, 3.23, and 1.26 ·cm). 

A review of theoretical results and techniques for measure-

ments of the dielectric properties of water was written by 

J. B. Hasted in Birk and Hart (1961) with a thorough bibliography. 

Dielectric properties of pure water as a function of · 

temperature at several widely-spaced frequencies and propertie~ 

of saline water at various salinities and at a single temperature 

were measured by Von Hipple (1961). 

The early studies by Bernal and Fowler (1933) of the 

structure of water by its x-ray diffraction pattern were 

followed by that of Morgan and Warren (1938) who estimated 

the average number of nearest neighbors for each water molecule 

from the area under the first peak of their radial distribution 

curves. Their work indicated an average of approximately four 

(4.4) nearest neighbors. 

Nemethy and Scherage (1962) interpreted the x-ray radial 

distribution curves found by Morgan and Warren in terms of 

a 'mixture model' of clusters of molecules hydrogen-bonded 

to four nearest neighbors with monomeric non-hydrogen-bonded 

molecules. 

Samoilov (1965) interpreted radial distribution curves 

for liquid water in terms of an ice-like structure but with 

molecules in cavit i es which, in ice, are empty. In this 

interstitial model tl1e additional molecules ac~ount for the 

13 



increased density of water over ice and the number of 

nearest neighbors, 4.4 rather than 4. 

The distorted hydrogen-bond . model, developed by Pople 

(1951), regards the majority of hydrogen bonds as bent 

rather than broken. This model explains the apparent numbers 

of nearest neighbors greater than 4.0 by the penetration of 

non-nearest neighbors by bond-bending, However, the distorted 

hydrogen-bond model leaves a small radial distribution peak 

unexplained. This peak is explained by the 'random network 

model' by Bernal (1964), an extension of Pople's model. The 

linked, four-coordinated molecules form, instead of an ordered 

hexagonal lattice as in ice, irregular 4, 5, 6, or 7- numbered 

rings. 

The structure of water is not yet a settled issue and 

the validity of the different models are actively debated, as 

the recent exchange of letters in Saience between B. Kamb 

(1970) and Narten and Levy (1970) advocating the validity of 

'multi-phase' as against the 'one-phase' models, respectively, 

indicates. 

A non-mathematical review of the structure of liquid 

water and the effects of ions on water is given by Kavanau 

(1964). Studies of the complex mixture dissolved electrolytes 

in sea water and studies based upon pressure effects · upon 

the properties of sea water is presented by Horne (1965). Horne 

shows that, al though increase in temperature an\.l pressure and 

14 



the addition of electrolyte t~ water are both structure-breaking 

processes, they are not the same mechanisms. 

The most recent comprehensive work on dielectric properties 

and structure of water. is that by Eisenburg and Kauzman (1969). 

In their discussions on structure of liquid water they divide 

the term 'structure' into three meanings, depending upon the 

time interval of the image: 

( i) I-structure is the instantaneous picture that 

would describe the sharp but slightly distorted 

molecular image obtained in a time interval 

short compared to the period of thermal oscillations; 

( ii) the slower picture of the V-structure, the 

vibrationally averaged structure which shows 

an undistorted lattice of blurr·cd molecules. How

ever the orientation of the molecules would not 

be averaged; 

(iii) the D-structure, or the diffusionally-averaged 

structure over a time interval long compared to 

molecular rotation would show a ·very regular 

lattice with blurred orientations. 

2.2 Remote Sensing 

During the 1960's workers in remote sensing began to apply 

the knowledge of the dielectric properties of water published 

in the two previous decades. Several workers have been active 

15 
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in the development of microwave techniques for the passive measure-

ment of temperature and roughness of ocean water (Mardon, 1965; 

Sirounian, 1968; Thompson, Silberberg, Grey, an<l Hardy, 1968; 

Kennedy and Jansa,. 1969). 

Mardon compared the emissivity (1 - reflectivity) spectrum of 

sea water at various temperatures for millimeter wavelengths 

(20 x 10
9 

to 10
10 

Hz) at various polarizations, angles of incidence 

and surface roughness. Sirounian computed the brightness temperature 

spectra of sea water (emissivity multiplied by actual temperature) 

at millimeter wavelengths to show that the dependence of brightness 

temperature on temperature is most pronounced at .2 to 2. cm (1.5 x 

109 to 15.0 x 109 Hz) and negligible above 3. cm (below 10. x 109 Hz). 

The reflective properties of pure water to 19.24 x 109 and 

22.43 x 109 Hz were measured with a free-wave reflectometer by Thompson, 

et. al. to demonstrate that free-wave methods can provide data as 

accurate as those from wave-guide techniques. Their use of recently 

developed components, including a backward-wave oscillator and direc-

tional couplers, enabled them to make one of the first really accurate 

(±.25 percent intensity) measurements with a free-wave apparatus. The 

paper contains a detailqd description of the instrumentation an<l · 

technique used. The purpose of Thompson's measurements was to evaluate 

the application of passive · radiometry as a sensor to the emissive pro-

pcrties of the sea surface at various t·cmperatures and roughness. 

The use of rcfJectometers in swept-frequency measurements for 

equipment testing is covered by P. E. Ely (1967) who shows that 

swept-frequency measurements of power reflc~tancc can be made with an 
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uncertainty less than 2.5 percent. A discussion of reflectometer 

techniques in general and reflection standards can be found in 

Beatty (1967). Beatty points out that reflectometers employing 

directional couplers avoid loading effects of slots and probe~ dis-

continuities at the end . of the slotted section, and other limitations 

of the conventional slotted line. 

The use of the frequency-swept directional coupler reflectometer 

in the free::-wave mode depends upon the availability of frequency 

independent antennas and accessories~ An important work on the 

theory of frequency-independent antennas is that by Rumsey (1966). 

The principles of design are covered in Jasik (1961) and Jordan and 

Balmain (1968). 

.. 
. ' 1' . 

J 

.. · 
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Chapter 3: TIIEORY 

3.1 Bulk Electromagnetic Properties of Smooth Water Surface 

J.1.1. Intrinsic Impedance. Electromagnetic waves consist of 

periodic, coupled electric and magnetic fields whose lines of force 

are directed at right angles· to each other and to the direction of 

traveL The electric field strength, E, has the units of volts/meter 

and is the electric force per unit positive charge; the magnetic 

field strength, H, is defined in terms of electric current which 

produces it, in amperes/meter. 

The ratio of these coupled electric field vectors, E/H, is 

the intrinsic impedance, Z, of the medium through , . .-:ii ch the wave 

is traveling. This ratio, Z, can be computed from the properties 

of the medium described by two complex parwneters, £* . andµ*, by 

E/H = Z = /µ*/£* ohms 

where £* and µ* detcrmin-:~ the storage and. dissipation of electric 

and magnetic energy in the medium. ·Each of these parameters can 

be described as the vector sum of two parts: 

E:* = £' + j£" 

and 

µ*=ii'.+ jµ" 

where the £ 1 and µ' determine storage and the c" andµ" determine 

dissipation of electric and magnetic energy, respectively. The 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 



magnetic polarization for water or air is so weak that µ* may be 

-7 replaced by µ of free space, 12.6 x 10 · henries/meter. 
0 

The intrinsic impedance of air may be taken as the same as 

that for free space: 

Zo =Jµ 0/£ 0 = 377 ohms 

where Eo is the dielectric constant free space, 8.85 ~ lo- 12 

farads/meter. Electromagnetic fields are not observed in air but 

as modified by various types of boundaries such as antennas. The 

reflection of the fields by water is used in this study for 

measuring the properties of water by its modification of the fields. 

The incident, reflected, and refracted waves are interconnected 

by the boundary conditions of the air-water interface. The tangen-

tial component of E and H must be continuous in traversing the 

interface. Phases as well as amplitude must be continuous. The 

sum of the amplitudes of the tangential components of t~e incident 

and reflected waves at the interface must equal the amplitude of 

the tangential component of the transmitted wave, that is, 

19 

E. + E = Et, 
1 r 

(12) 

and 

H. + H = Ht. 
1 r 

(13) 

These equations may he mo<lific<l by includi.11g the fi el<l effect of the 

impe<lance of air z0 an<l of water Z . w 



and 

E. = ZoH., 
1 1 

E = -ZoH r r' 

H. + H - ..!_ (E. - E ) 
i r - ~o 1 r 

E. (Z - Zo) = E (Z + Zo) 
1 w r w 
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(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

.07) 

(18) 

(19) 

Now the power reflection coefficient is the square of the amplitude 

reflection coefficient defined as 

E 
r 

r = r 
1 

Thus the reflectance intensity is: 

2 E 2 
R = r =. (__!.) E. 

1 

(20) 

(21) 

The characteristic impedance of air to the high frequency alter-

nating electromagnetic field of interest shows no omport~mt change 



with frequency and remains at 377 ohms. However, the impedance of 

water varies with temperature, frequency, an<l "salinity of water' in 

21 

8 10 the frequency region from 10 to 10 Hertz. This frequency disper-

sion of Z produces reflectivity dispersion spectra (signatures) 
w 

unique to each temperature and salinity combination. 

3.1.2 • . Complex Specific Permittivity. Since impedance is 

defined as {µ*/£* and the magnetic permeability, µ*, of air and 

water is the same and frequency-independent, this term cancels out 

of the reflectivity equation leaving 

2 

R = ./i/E* water 

11/E* water + 11/Eo 
(22) 

The permittivity of water, £*, can be expressed as compared to 

the permittivity of air, EQ, as specific permittivity, c* = E /Eo. r w 

Reflectivity can then be written as 

R = 
0- 1 r 

/;'*+ 1 
r 

2 

The complex specific permittivity £* can be decomposed into two 
r 

parts, c' and c", where c' describes the capacitance of the medium 
r r r 

and £" describes the energy dissipation in .the me<lium, thus 
r 

e:* = e:' + jc" = £
1
'. - 2j ot/f = (n - jnk)

2
, 

r r r 

where at = total conductivity (ionic + dipol e), f = frequency, 

(23) 

(24) 

)• . ' "· ·. 

,. •. 
' 
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n = refractive index, and k = absorption index. The absorption index 

is defined as k = a:\ 0/21fn where a is the attenuation per meter. The 

total conductivity is composed of two parts, dielectric and ionic. 

The dielectric conductivity is important at the higher frequencies 

of 109 Hz and above and is an apparent conductivity arising from the 

viscous retardation of induced rotation of the molecular water dipoles. 

The ionic conductivity is due to the lateral flow of ions and is 

important in saline water at frequencies below 1010 Hz. Dielectric 

conductivity will be from hereon written as £~ and the ionic conduc-

tivity as 2o/f. 

The power reflectivity is affected by the complex specific 

permittivity £* and this permittivity is in turn composed of two 
r 

parts, £1 and (£" + 2o/f), the capacitive and conductive components, r r · 

respectively. The ionic conductivity is nearly proportional to 

salinity and, for the purposes of computations, can be added to the 

dipolar conductivity as a correction factor. The departure of 

ionic conductivity from a linear function of salinity will be dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. 

The addition of salt to water lowers the static dielectric 

·constant, £ 1
, the relative permittivity at frequencj.es .below 108 Hz s 

where permittivity is frequency independent, but c~. the high-

frequency static dielectric constant at frequencies somewhat above 

1011 Hz,· is unchanged by salt content and remains near the value of 

5.0 (Collie, Hasted, and Ritson, 1948; Grant, Buchanin, and Cook, 

195 7). 
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These parameters, £ 1 and c', can be combined .in the Debye s 00 

dispersion equation to show the frequency dependence of the complex 

permittivity, E*: 
r 

E* = £' + r (I) 

£I _ £I 
s (I) 

1. + j 21Tf-r 
(25) 

where the relaxation time T measures the time required for exponential 

decay of molecular order imposed by an electric field. Separating 

£; into its real and imaginary part.s, that is its capacitive, £~, 

and dipole conductivity, £II 
r' components and setting £ to a constant 

(I) 

value of 5.0: 

£I 5.0 
£' 

s 
+ 5.0, = 2 r 1 + ( 2nf-r) 

and 

(£' - 5.0) 2nfT 
£" 

s = r 2 
1 + (2nfT) 

To allow for ionic conductivity, 2o./f must be added to £". 
. 1 r 

Although increasing temperature and increasing salinity both 

influence the properties, c and T, in the Si@e direction, the s 

(26) 

(27) 

mechanisms are different. The electrostatic field in the immediate 

neighborhood of sodium or ch loricle :ion is such that an appreciable 

number of water molecules will be polari zed around each ion, foI1lling 

a hydrate sheath around the ions. This means that the water dipole 

wi 11 not be as free to reorientate in the cipplic,1 electric field. 
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This causes the permittivity to decrease. The permittivity decrease 

due to rising temperature can be explained by the fact that increasing 

random Brownian motion overrides, by increasing amounts, the orderly 

oscillations imposed by the oscillating field. Using T and e:' as 
s 

computed from measured values of n, k, and ionic conductivity, a., by 
]. 

Saxton and Lane (1952) at a se·ries of temperatures and salinities, 

equations (26) and (27) can be used to generate frequency dispersion 

. curves of e:' and e:" for each temperature salinity combination. These 
r r 

curves are shown in Figures 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 together with the 

2a./f curves. The computational procedures are described later in 
]. 

Chapter 4. It can be noted, by comparing these curves, that the 

ionic conductivity dispersion curve is very much controlled by 

salinity at the lower frequencies, whereas temperature has a lesser 

influence. 

Saxton and Lune (1952) in their Figure 2, show, for pure and 

fresh water and .62N aqueous NaCl, the curves of e:" as the sum of e:" 
r 

and 2o/f, the molecular and ionic conductive losses. In the present 

paper, these two parts are shown separately to emphasize the fact that 

ionic conductivity is the most important electromagnetic property of 

brackish water to 106 to 109 Hertz radio waves. 

3.1. 3. Reflect·ioity_, Brightness J.'empe1'atw'e_, and Skin Depth. 

Power reflectivity, R, can be computed from equation (23) by use of 

some relationships : from physical optics (pp. 613 and 620, Born and 

Wolf, 1965): 

... :. .. 



W"- 1 
2 n* 1 -

R 
r 

= = = 
IE* + 1 n* + 1 r 

where c* is the complex specific permittivity representing th ·~ r 

combined c' c" and 2cr./f coefficients, n* is the complex r' r' 1 

refractive index, n is the real part of the refractive index 

and k is the attenuation index. The optical properties, n 

and k, can be obtained from c;, c~, and 20i/f by: 

and 

Let A= v'(c 1
)
2 

+ (c" + 2cr./f) 2 
r r i 

Then, R = 

which reduces to 

l/2(A + c') + l/2(A - c') - 12(A + c') + 1 r r r 

1/2 (A + E') + 1/ 2 (A - E: I) + ~+€') + 1 
r r r 

R = 
A+ 1 - /2(A + e:') 

r 

A+ 1 + /2[A + e:') 
r 

.Radio brightness temperature, the surface temperature 

as it appears to a passive radio receiver, is a function of 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

. (31) 

(32) 

(33) 

both the actual temp ceJ.t.ure of the surface and of the reflectivity 
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of the surface: 

R) 

where T is the actual temperature and Tb is the brightness 

temperature in degrees Kelvin. · 

From Figures 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, it can be seen that 

at 10
9 Hertz and below, reflectivity increases monotonically 

with salinity and with decreasing frequency, whereas brightness 

temperature decreases monotonically with these same parameters. 

Both the reflectivity and the brightness temperature 

curves are quite sensitive to salinity changes in the fresh 

to brackish range at frequencies from 106 to 108 Hertz, and 

temperature effects are comparatively small. 

A knowledge of the effective depth of penetration of radio 

energy into water is important because the computed reflectivity 

and emissivity curves are based on the assumption of an 

infinite half-space of water and the values would not apply 

to the situation wherein the surface layer or layers are 

sufficiently thin or transparent to allow multilayer interference 

effects to be important. The sbn depth, shown in Figures 

14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 24 is that distance of advance where the 

en:ergy density falls to 1/2. 72 of its value. The skin depth, d, 

can be obtained from the dielectric properties of 1·mtcr by the 

relation (pg. 614, Born and Wolf, 1965): 

26 
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3 x 108 
d = = 

4'1Tfnk 

3.36 x 107 

f./A - £I 
r 

in meters, 

where f is the frequency in Hertz and the term under the radical 

is from equations (30) .and (31) ·: It can be noted from the 

figures that the skin depth of fresh water is approximately 

1 meter in the frequency range where reflectivity and brightness 

temperature are sensitive to slight increases in salinity. 
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Chapter 4: METllODS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

4.1 Compilation: and Computation from Published Data 

Data from Saxton and Lane (1952), shown in Table I and ·the 

equations 26 and 27 were used to compute the capacitive, 

and conductive, e:" and 2o./f, components of the complex 
r 1 

E I 

r' 

specific permittivity of solut.ions of aqueous sodium chloride 

at the twenty frequencies: 1, 2, 3, and 6 times 106 , 107, 108, 

109 , and lOlO Hertz. This choice of frequencies allowed a 

fairly even distribution of the logarithms of the frequency 

increments used on the log frequency scale of the graph. All 

computations were done wi tli the aid of the IBM .360/50 computer 

at the University of Hawaii. Values of (:; 
s' -r, and o. for 

1 

brackish water salinities of .001, .01, .1, .2, .3, and .4N NaCl 

were linearly interpolated between Saxton et al. 's 0 and . SN 

values shown in Table I. The validity of the assumption of the 

linearity of changes in E and T with changes in salinity with s 

this range is supported by the plots of the measured values of 

E and relaxation wavelength, A. , versus salinity in Figures 2 s s 

and 7 of Hasted, Ritson, and Collie (1948). Hclaxation time, 

-r, is the relaxation wavelength, As, divid~d by 2n times 

the sp~ed of light in a vacuum. h linear interpolation of 

ionic conductivity, oi, is more difficult to justify. ~igure 25 

(from Martek, 1969) illustrates the slight cur vature in the 

a. versus sea \vJtcr sal i.ni ty plot. The assumpt. ion of tlic 
1 
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o0c 

l0°C 

20°C 

30°C 

40°C 

TABLE I 

Dielectric Properties of Aqueous NaCl Solutions 
(From Table I of Saxton and Lane, 1952) 

-12 Units of T = 10 sec 
11 Units of o = 10 e.s.u. 

e: CJ. s 1 

0 88 18.7 0 
O.SN 77 11.1 0.22 

0 84 13 .. 6 0 
O.SN 74 12.2 0.31 

0 80 .10. l . 0 
O.SN 71 9.2 0.40 

0 77 7.5 0 
O.SN 68 7.2 ·D.47 

0 73 5.9 0 
O.SN 65 5.7 0.56 
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electrical equivalence of .SN NaCl to sea water containing 30 

ppt dissolved solids produces errors in o. ranging from 0 up 
1 . 

to 16 percent for brackish water. The justification for the 

use of linearly interpolated values is that the 16 percent 

maximum error in o. due to non-linearity with concentration 
. 1 

introduces ,less than one percent error in power reflectivity, 

R, and brightness temperature, Tb. 

The dielectric coefficients, f; I 

r' 
E:", and 2o./f were 
r 1 

computed from equations 26 and 27 using e: , T, and o. interpolated s 1 

from Table I. Reflectivity R, brightness temperature Tb' and 

skin depth o were in turn computed from the dielectric coefficients 

for the twenty frequencies listed above. These values e:' e:" r' r' 

2o/f, R, Tb' and o were plotted graphically by the IBM/1403 

printer on a log frequency scale and then smooth traced by 

hand with a french curve. The largest source of error in 

the entire production of Figures 1 through 24 from Lane and 

Saxton's data was in the graphical printing by the IBM/1403 

printer. On the abscissa frequency scale, the errors rangc<l from 

0 to + .10 log f. On the graphs of E I 
r' e:", and 2o./f contain 

r i 

plotting errors up to ± one unit on the ordinate. The error 

for the ordinate R is 0 
± .0.12; for Tb' ± 1.8 ; and for log 6, 

± .035. On all of the figures 1 through 24, these errors arc 

± 1.0 percent of the range of the or<linate and up to + 2.2 

percent of the range of the abscissa. 
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4.2 The Radio Reflection Spectrometer 

Swcpt-frcquqncy techniques for test and measurement of. 

transmission lines and high-frequency components have developed 

gradually since the late 1940 1 s (P. C. Ely, 1967, W. Beatty, 1967). 

The writers above point out that swept-frequency measurements 

are not less accurate than point-by-point measurements and, 

moreover, swept-frequency measurements have the following advan

tages over measurements at discrete frequencies: (i) with swept

frequency display, the effect of adjustments and changes over 

.the full band can be seen as they are made; (ii) resonances 

that would have been missed between point measurements are seen; 

and (iii) the use of directional couplers \~i th swept-frequencies 

avoid the slot and probe loading effects encountered with the 

slotted-line technique usually used with discrete frequencies. 

These advantages were very important in the design and 

analysis of the reflectomcter system and components used in 

this experiment. Several generations of experimental antennas, 

baluns, waveguide sample cells, and system <lesi gns were 

constructed an·' were teste<l in real time with the oscilloscope 

display of the entire frequency band. 

4.2.1 Swep't-fPequency Ref'lectometcr. Figure 26 shows a 

diagram of the reflectometer system used Jn this siudy. 

The S\>cpt signal source, a Ilewlett-Packard Su9013/ 869913 

swept oscillator, uses an clectronically-tunncJ backwarJ-wave 
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oscillator to produce a constant power output iri radio frequency

swept bandwidth at adjustiblc rates. The output (RF in Figure 

26) is passed through a pair of d~rectional couplers where a 

crystal detecto1 rectifies a small sample of the output to be 

directed to a Hewlett-Packard 416B ratio meter (at INC in 

Figure 26) and part ot the automatic level control (ALC) loop 

for feedback leveling of the source power. In addition 

_to their use for leveling the source, the directional couplers 

separately sample the incident signal from the reflected signal. 

Most of the radio energy continues through the directional couplers 

to the antenna, where it is radiated tm·:ard the water surface. 

Part of the energy reflected from the water is received by 

the same antenna and travels back through the system. The 

directional coupler samples part of th:is reflected energy 

and directs it to the ratio meter (at REF) after a crystal 

detector rectifies the signal. 

The ratio meter therefore, is receiving simultaneously 

samples of both incident and reflected energy. The function 

of the ratio meter is to provi_clc an amplified value for the 

ratio of the signals from the detectors. The crystal detectors 

produce outputs proportional to the input power, thus the ratio 

of their outputs represents the ratio of the radio power 

reflected back through the system to the pm,cr transmitted. If 

the electrical properties of the measuring system arc frequcncy

indepcn<lcnt, then the voltage pro<lucccl by the ratio meter will 
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be proportional to the power reflectance of the target surface. 

The arnp.lified voltage output of the ratio meter, R, dr.ives 

the vertical dimension, V, of the oscilloscope screen and 

the horizontal sweep, H, is controlled by a ramp voltage (SWP) 

from the swept-frequency transmitter. With appropriate calibra-

tion, the oscilloscope face p'resents a graph of target reflectance 

versus frequency, a real-time spectrum. Figure 27 shows, in 

the upper photograph, the ratio meter (left), the sweep oscillator 

(lower right), and the Tektronic RM 453 oscilloscope (upper 

right) with camera in place. The lower photograph of Figure 

27 shows the microwave horn antenna with attached directional 

couplers suspended over the target pool from the counter-balanced 

wooden beam. The supporting tripod shown in the figure has a 

rack-and-pinion crank for elevation adjustments. ln Figure 28, 

the photograph shows ~ closer view of the Narda model 644 horn an-

tenna, the two Hewlett-Packard 7790 directional couplers 

coupled back-to-back, and the square-lm.; loaded Hewlett-Packard 

423-A crystal detectors with smaller BNC si ze conductors emerging 

from them. Figure 29, photograph, and the schemat i c diagram 

of Figure 30 shows the 3 meter long coaxial · sample cell used 

for waveguide reflectomctry. 

4.2.2 ilntenn.(.W . The origi na l sys t em J cs j gn (rigure 26) 

required t\vO frcqucncy- ·i ndcpcndent a,ntennas , one for each of 

the two fr equency sp<ms of° the tr:m sm.i.ttcr and J .ircctjona l 

8 9 9 9 couplers (10 to 2xl 0 ll z a nd 2x l0 to 4x l0 Ilz) . Th e ll cs i gn 



Fig. 27 ;Ji._ !°ret· - 111:wc rE:fhH.:t.i;:t .... ~p\;)1.:trOJ'l"tcr in 
~;pc-ration r2x109 to l;d0~1 il:,) with the wate1· 
sample i;1 the pool bclP\• th~ horn antf'nn:.1. 
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Fig. 28 Tl1<' ii H"H ant1.:1;nn with d .i rcct:iPn<l l coupl r.s an<l 
squtfff' ·- l ai-' loaded cry!:il ;!l tktt•c1 o.,~~ atta~·hc• d. 
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Fig. 29 C!\:lX .; :; J rof l,)ctan n· ci..' l 1 i'.!tt ach·~<l to _. pe<'t romcter. 
Ct.:11tc1· sec:tion of •:cl.I re i nforced by a.nglc irou. 
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selected for the two antennas was to be of the same concept, 

so that the smaller antenna for the high frequency range could 

be purchased or constructed and tested as a small-scale model 

of the much larger version. Antennas can be scaled in direct 

proportion to wavelength, therefore, the low frequency, 

(UHF-VHF) antenna must be 2x109;108 = 20 times larger than the 

high frequency (microwave) antenna. Due to the large size of 

unidirection antennas for the lower frequency range, the 

system was designed around the use of dual-direction couplers 

and a single antenna for both transmission and reception from 

a point centered direcUy over a target pool. In this geometry, 

the antenna views its reflected image behind the target plane 

modified by the reflectivity of the target material, and may 

be tested against its own image for radiation pattern measurement. 

Also, with a single antenna, problems from a direct radiation 

between transmitting and receiving antennas is avoided. Cross

talk within the directional· couplers is a constant and. very small 

(-30 dB) known factor. 

There are two types of unidirectional frequency-independent 

antennas: 

( i) equiangular spiral antennas, which radiate and receive 

circularly polarized waves; and 

(ii) non-planar log-periodic antenn:is , .which radiate and 

receive linc;irly polarized wavc_s (Rumsey, 1966; Jordan 

and Balmain, 1968; and Deschamps an<l Dul Jamel i n 
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Jasik, 1961). 

Upon reflection from a smooth surface at normal incidence, 

electromagnetic waves are shifted 180° in phase and thus in 

polarity. Circular polarizing spiral antennas cannot then see 

their own image in a plane re~lector and thus a pair of 

oppositely spiraled antennas would be needed for a reflectometer 

using circular polarization. The log-periodic antennas can 

view their image because the orientation of the plane -of 

polarization is not changed by the phase shift at the reflector. 

The log-periodic a~tenna, conceived by DuHamel, consists of 

two wedge-shaped •ang.le structures with teeth (Figures· .31 and 32). 

The radial distances from the apex to succes·sive teeth have a 

constant ratio T = R +l/R . This same ratio defines the le_ngths n n 

and widths of successive teeth. An antenna structure which can 

be defined entirely by angles without any characteristic length 

dimensions should have properties (impedence and radiation 

pattern) that are independent of frequency. The log-periodic 

antenna has electrical properties which repeat at frequencies 

given by -rnf where n is an integer and thus has a periodicity 

of the logarithm of that frequency. · Frequency independence can 

be obtained when the variation of the properties over one period, 

and therefore all ·periods, is sm;:i.11. I\ method of .obtaining an 

antenna with a constant input impeucncc is to make. a self-

complimentary structure, that is, .a planar structure in which 

the metal area is congruent to the open area, The slot antenna 
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formed by the metal cut away is identical to its complimentary. 

dipole copper sheet (Figure 31). Complimentary dipole and slot 

antennas ha\ 

If the antenna and its compliment arc identical, then Zd = Zs = 

z0;2 = 189 ohms, a result that is independent of frequency. 

A planar antenna radiates equally on the two sides of the 

plane. If the two arms are bent toward each other to form 

the V-shaped antenna in Figure 14, the antenna radiat.es in 

the direction of the apex of the antenna. 

The antennas of Figures 31 ·and 32 wer.e cut from copper 

foil and fa~tened with cellulose tape on polyfoam structural 

bases. The antennas were .built f?r the high frequency range for 

56 

tests with the reflectometer ·system. If the desired characteristics 

were met, that is, the obtaining of nearly frequency-independent 

low. internal reflectance, larger scale models of successful . 

designs were to ·be constructed for the lower frequency range. 

However, although the directional characteristics were good, 

all of the antennas constructed showed very high (O to ~ .5 

power reflection coefficient) periodic internal reflectance 

and thus were considered unsuitable for use in a spectrometer 

system. It is believed that one cause of the lack of frequency 

independence of these antennas was the failure to achieve 

sufficient dimensional precision in the region of the apex. 

It can be seen from Pigure 31 that a small mech::infcal displacement 

of one of the two arms \Wul<l destroy the compl imentari ty of the 

r 
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slot (styrofoam) and djpole (copper foil) relationship. Other 

difficulties were encountered with baluns, the interfacial 

device between the directional couplers and the antenna. Baluns 

will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 

In the interest of obtaining, in rcasonab le time, some 

preliminary measurements with the system to compare with 

theoretical spectra of brackish water, the use of log-period 

antennas was abandoned _for the present experiment and other 

means sought to obtain air-water reflectance data. 

A conunercial (Narda) horn antenna was used for the high 

frequency free-wave measurements (Figures 27 and 28). This 

antenna was !well-matched to the SO ohm feed line and was 

9 9· 
nearly frequency independent from 2.4 x 10 to 4. x 10 Hz. 

However, this type of antenna was not scaled up in dimension 

for use in the 108 to 2 x 10
9 Hz range for two reasons: (1) the 

bandwidth of horn antennas is only one to 1 ~ octave, thus 

four or five separate horns would have been necessary for this 

20:1 band; (2) the aperture of the largest of this five-horn 

set would have had to be more than 2 x 2 meters in cross 

section (as opposed to 1.5 x 1.5 meters for log-periodic 

antennas or 1 x 1 meters for spiral antennas) . rigure 33 

shows the measured intern:.i.l power reflectance spectrum of the 

horn antenna. The internal reflectance between 2.5 and 4 x 109 

Hertz is less than 0.3 percent. The reflcctomctcr system 

was used cxtensivclr for the real-time displ:iy of spectral 
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characteristics of various components under construction or 

adjustment and was indispcnsible for that purpose. 

4.2.3 Batuns. TI1e purpose of an antenna is to serve 

as an impedence-matching device between the metallic transmission 

line and free space. However, the antenna design selected 

for reasons of frequency independence an<l directivity may 

not have the proper characteristic impedence to achieve the 

necessary degree of "transparency" to the electromagnetic 

waves being used. In this case, an impedence transformer 

is needed to serve as a non-reflective transfer element 

between the transmission line and the antenna. 

If the antenna is fed by a coaxial line, the applied 

voltage is unbalanced, that is, the currents flowing in the 

inner and ou:ter conductors are of dif fc .:ent magnitudes. Log

periodic and other bisymmctric antennas require a biaxial, 

balanced field and thus a balancing transformer or "balun" 

is also required to convert the antenna feed line from coaxial 

.to biaxial geometry. Only one type of mode converting balun 

is frequency independent, the tapered-line balun, wherein the 

transition from coaxial to biaxial is spread·out over a long 

section of the line (Rumsey, 1966). If, by virtue of the 

taper, the characteristic impe<lence of a section of line varies 

slowly with distance along the line, a non-reflective impe<loncc 

transfer may be obtained (D. Bowman -in Jas ik, 196 l). 

One frequency-independent type of balun, desjgned as both 
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a balancing and impedcnce-matching transformer, is that 

described. by Duncan and Minerva (1060). This device obtains 

a gradual (and thus non-reflecting) transition from the 50-ohm 

impedence of the coaxial line to the higher impedence of the 

biaxial line to. the antenna. The transition is accomplished 

by gradually cutting the outer conductor away from the coaxial 

line to form a slowly widening, tapered slot. After some 

distance only a thin strip of the outer conductor remains 

and at this point the conductors form apair of biaxial, 

balanced conductors. This tapered transition should be 

at least 1/2 wavelength long. Following Duncan and Minerva, 

a coaxial-to-biaxial balun was constructed by first substituti.ng 

copper tubing for the original copper braided sheath of RG-8/U 

solid dielectric-cored coaxial line. Then the tapered cut 

was made by a b~lt sander, remov~ng both dielectric and 

copper. This balun was successful as a frequency-independent 

matching transformer, but di<l not succeed as a balancing 

device due to unequal dielectric loading of the two conductors 

by the remaining solid dielectric. Coaxial cable constructed 

of smooth, solid copper sheating over a polyfoam core would 

have obviated . the loading problem but none was availabl~. 

A strip-line variation of this balun concept . (Rumsey, 

1966, p. 11-12) was constructed by inserting two copper foil 

conductors between three 1/8" thick sheets of plcxiglass 

(Peters, 1956). Figure 32 sho1·: s this balun, which was 
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designed to avoitl dielectric loa<li.ng problems. This balun 

also failed because its impedance p1·operties were not 

frequency-independent and thus it showed pario<lic internal 

reflectance probably due to dimensional discontinuities. 

It is believed that a miniature etched version as recommended 

by Rumsey (1966) would be more successful. 

The log-periodic antenna may be fed at the apex by 

means of a balanced transmission line carried along the axis 

of synunetry of rotation. However, since the attempts at 

constructing a suitable balun unit failed, an ·integral 

balancing feed method was used (after Jordan and Balmain, 

1968, p. 607 and Rumsey, 1966, p. 9). Figure 31 shows the 

outer sheath of a coaxial cable carried along and soldered in 

contact with one of .the arms. TI1e inner conductor is soldered 

to the other arm at the apex. To maintain physical symmetry, 

a dummy cable is usually affixed to the other arm. As this 

balun was integral with the antenna, and the antenna models 

constructed were themselves rather periodic in their properties, 

· it was not determined experimentally \vhether this type of 

balun is only a balancing device or also an impcdcnce transformer. 

It is suspected that the integral balun is only a balancing 

transformer because, on p. 624 of Jor<lan ~ Balrnain (1968), 

the impedencc match to a SO-ohm fecll line is obtained by 

connecting an arn.Ly of integrally b~lanccd log -periodic 

antennas in parall el with the line. 
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4.2.4 Pree-li)aVe Target. The free-wave target consisted 

of a circular plastic, inflated wading pool containing water 

up to 20 centimeters deep and 100 centimeters in diameter. · 

The salinity was adjusted upwards by adding "Hawaiian salt0 

(evaporated sea water). Salinity and temperature were monitored 

with three instruments: 

( i) a Martek TDC conductivity meter; 

( ii) a hydromc·ter; and 

(iii) a photographic dark-room thermometer. 

The 100% reflective calibration target was c~nstructed of 

aluminum foil taped to a styrofoam base. The foil was cut 

to match the surface s! pe of the water in the pool. In use, 

the calibration target was placed on the pool and the antenna 

was raised to the same range as was between the antenna and 

water surface. 

The antenna with directional couplers was cantilevered 70 

to 75 centimeters over the pool on the end of a wooden plank. 

The plank was bolted to the head of a tripod ancl counterbalanced 

' on the other end. The altitude of the ~ntire cantilever-antenna 

assembly was adjustiblc by a rack-and-pinion crank on the tripod 

head. 

A test for possible diffraction effects from the target 

edge was con<luctcd by sliding the calibration target to one 

side while watching the real-time reflectance display on the 

oscilloscope. It was ·found that the narrow beam of the antenna 



allowed the target to be moved laterally some 30 centimeters 

before edge diffraction was detected (Figure 34). TI1is showed 

that, for measurement from the range of 70 ceritimeters, a 100 

centimeter target was more than adequately large for the horn 

antenna used.· It can be seen from Figures 16 and 18 that the 

skin depth of fresh water is only a few centimeters, thus the 

target pool could be expected to appear as an infinite half

space to the antenna. 

4.2.5 Sample CeU. In lieu of a frequency-independent 

antenna in the 108 to 2xl09 
Hz range, a reflectivity cell 

was constructed. J1rn cell is coaxial transmission line modified 

to contain the target water inside a hollow port.ion of the 

line. The horizontal air-water interface inside a vertical 

coaxial line reflects back a portion of radio energy·directed 

down the line. Except at very high water purity and at long 

wavelengths, the portion of radio energy transmitted through 

the interface is absorbed by the water column below. The 

line is terminated below by an attenuator to absorb any 

transmitted radiation. The 50-ohm RG-S/U coaxial transmission 

line is manufactureJ 1vi th a solid polyethylene dielectric 

core between the inner wire and outer sheath conductor. This 

line was modified as follows: 

( i) the braided copper sheath was rclilovcd. 

( ii) the pol ye thylene insulator was cut away from the 

center wire in t\W gradual, 1.Lnc~1r tapers from 
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Fig. 34 C::ili.hratinn surLtc-:: ( ... Jumin11.n foil on sty.rofoam) 
for t~st uf bean~iJth nnJ 0Jpc rliffraction. ,, . 
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either side of the cent r of the cell (see Figure 

30). These tapers, each 150 centimeters long, thus, 

formed a gradual transition between the ends of the 

cell, where coaxial insulator consisted of polyethylene, 

to the center, where the center conductor was 

exposed ancl the only dielectric remaining was in 

three very thin strips (see cross sections, Figure 

13) each having a cross sectional area of less than 

one square millimeter. A table-moun~ed bench sander 

was used for the tapering cuts. The dielectric 

was cut from three sides to obtain a triangular 

cross section to help keep the center conductor 

centered. 

(iii) the tapered cable was then ins.erted into a 3-meter 

section of copper tubing whose inside diameter 

nearly matched the original diameter of the insulator. 

A small hole at the bottom end of the tubing served 

as a water inlet and outlet. 

( iv) flexible plastic tubing was then attached to the 

small hole. 

The resulting 3-meter cell consists of a rigid coaxial 

line with 50-ohm impedance at both ends of a gradual, tapered 

impedance transition to 75 ohms at its hollow center. · Each 

tapered half is an impedance transfoTmcr whose function was 

to prevent reflections from the ends of the hollow portions 

I 
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(the air-dielectric interfaces). The cell was connected to 

the directional couplers in the place of an antenna. 

·';fhe reflectance from the water interface in the cell is · 

theoretically the same as the reflectance from a smooth, infinite 

half-space of water as woul"d be measured by an antenna. 

The characteristic impedance of the RG-8/U polyet~.flene-

filled line, ·Zp, is rated at 50 ohms (Jasik, 1967), the dielectric 

coefficient (relative permittivity) of polyethylene, t', is 2.25, 
r 

and t" is nearly zero (Von H_ipple, 1961). The analytic relation. r 

ship between th1s impedance, the relative permittivity of the 

dielectric, and the diameters of the inner and outer conductors, 

d and D is: 

z = 50 = p 
377 ln d/D 

h .. 25 
= 377 

ln 2/7. 
1. 5 

Thus, the air-filled portion of the cell has an impedance at 

its center of 

z = a 
377 ln 2/7 = 

lf:oo 
75 ohms, 

neglecting the effect of thin strips of diclc6tric remaining 

on the wire. The impedance of the hollow line fi 1 led with 

water is 

(36) 

(37) 
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Z = 377 
(ln <l/D) = 

w /£*" 
r 

75//£* 
r 

where c* is the complex relative permittivity of water. 
r 

The cell was constructed so that \vater would occupy 

the lower half of the cell with the air-water interface at 

the center where nearly all of the polyethylene had been 

removed. This center portion of the cell containing the air-

water interface comprised a boundary between two different 

line impedances, Z , of the empty side an<l, Z , of the water-a w 

filled side of the interface. 

The power reflectance of this interface can be computed 

as 

z z 2 
75 75/./C* 2 - -

R 
a w r = = 

z + z 75 + 75/W° a w r 

IC* - 1 
2 

thus, r = 
/£*" + 1 r 

the same as equation 23, the free-space rcflectnnce. The 

presence of the small portion of dielectric was predicted to 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

cause a small system:itic decrease in measured reflectance. The 

logic of the computation of thjs decrease is explained in 

Chapter 5. 
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4.3 Experimental Procedure 

After abandoning attempts to fabricate frequency independent 

antennas for free-wave measurements over the entire 108 to 4 x 10
9 

Hertz frequency range, it was decided to use a commercial 

microwave horn antenna for reflectivity measurement in the 2 x 109 

to 4 x 109 Hertz range and to construct a waveguide sample cell 

for reflectivity me~surement in the 108 to 2 x 109 Hertz range. 

4.3.1 Free-hlave Measurements. Experimental tests, made 

by moving t~e metal foil calibration reflector laterally under 

the antenna, as the oscilloscope display of reflected energy 

was viewcJ (Figure 34), showed that at the 70 to 75 centimeter 

range used, the beam width of the horn antenna was sufficiently 

narrow that diffraction effects from the target edge need not 

he considered. Lack of discernable change with lateral target 

motion and fixed frequency was interpreted to mean that no edge 

interference effects were encountered at that frequency. 

The internal reflectance spectra of the antenna-air 

interface was obtained by the system by recording the ~cflection 

spectra when the antenna was directed away from any ·nearby 

reflectors (Figure 35). The no-target cond.ition was checked 

by viewing the oscilloscope trace as the antenna was pointed 

in various directions. Absence of spectral c.:hn.ngc with angular 

motion of the antenna 1vas interpreted to signify an effective 
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no-target condition. The· antenna spectrum, R vs frequency, 
a 

as see:n on the oscilloscope is shown in Figure 33 . . 'lbe quantita-

tive reflectance scale was obt~ined by measuring the spectra 

at different dynamic ranges by use of microwave attenuators 

between the directional coupler and crystal dete~tor and 

the measurement of the spectra electrically-shorted antenna 

which represented the 100 percent reflective condition to 

which the no-target spectra was -normalized. The antenna was 

shorted independently in two ways: (i) an aluminum plat·e was 

placed across the antenna aperature; and (ii) the antenna was 

disconnected and the connector shorted with mercury. 

Considering the geometry of the radio beam reflected 

from the calibration target plate and back to the antenna and 

thence back into the reflectometer system to be measured, an 

optical description can be used. The antenna can be considered 

as a directive transmitter which directs a beam through mirror 

surface to its image, on the other side of the mi.rror, a 

directive receiver. The power density received depends upon 

the two properties of the antenna pair de scribed by directive 

gain, D, and the e:[ficicnc.y factor, K. Direct ive gain, D, 

describes the ability of the transmitting antenna to focu s 

its beam onto the r eceiv.ing aper ature, <inJ i ::; ' i nver se ly 

proportional to the square of .the wavel ength radjat cd from 

an apcrature of f ixeJ size , that i s : 

2 D •v l/ "A . ( 41) 
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The efficiency factor, K, is inversely proportional to ohmic 

(non-radiated) losses in the antenna. The total power gain, 

G, can be described as a product of these two terms (Blake, 

1966): 

G = KD "' K/ /.. 
2 

• 

Thus the power radiated from the antenna, reflected from _a 

perfectly reflective plate, and then received by the antenna, 

cannot be described by merely the internal reflectance spectra 

of the antenna alone where transmittivity T = 1 - RA at each 

frequency. Each of its two passages through the antenna, the 

radio energy is modified by this .factor and also by the gain 

factor. Thus, for energy reflectance from a large metal 

plate, 

where Pr is power received and Pt is power transmitted, as 

measured at the directional.couplers. 

The internal reflectance of the antenna not only decreases 

the transmittance of the antenna, but the internally reflected 

energy is added coherently to that reflected fro11\ the target 

plane. Interference fringes in the P /Pt spectra result (see 

Figure 36 ·- note the relationship bctKecn this pattern and that 
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of Figure 33). However, the value of intensity of the power 

reflected from the target can be extracted ·from the information 

in the fringes. There are two wave trains whose phase amplitudes 

a;re added: 

( i) the wave reflected b.ack from the inside of the 

antenna without having been radiated, the amplitude 

designated by "a"; . and 

(ii) the wave train transmitted through the antenna 

modified· by the loss due to internal reflection and 

by ohmic los~es, K; this wave train is modified 

by the reflectance value of the surface, R, and 

is further modified by the directive gain characteris-

tics of the antenna D. Upon re-entering the 

antenna the wave is again attenuated by the reflective 

properties of the antenna. This wave has an amplitude 

designated by b. 

These phases of these two .waves are added before detection 

and their sum is: 

J = a + b cos~, (44) 

where ~ is the phase difference between the two wave trains. 

The detector measures power, which .is proportional to the square 

of the wave amplitude J, or 



2 it. 2 2 A 2 .1.2 
J = (a + b~os~) = a + 2ab cos~ + b cos~ . 

Using: I = J
2

, I = l . 
2 a , 

we can deal with the minima and maxima where the phase difference 

' is a multiple of 1r
11 

The equation above describes the envelopes of interference 

patterns in figures from which, together with the antenna 

·spectrum of RA, the reflectance of the target R can be 

computed, as will be shown in Chapter S. 

The locus of the envelope of the interference extremes 

was obtained by changing the antenna range from the target by 

a small increment of wavelength, 1 .0 cm, for each of six 

frequency sweeps and obtaining a seven-sweep multiple exposur.e 

on the oscilloscope photographs. 

The interference spectra was obtained from sea water, fresh 

· water, and the aluminum foil calibration plate, all at the same 

70-to-75 centimeter range in one-centimeter increments. 

The sea water solution was made by mixing weighed portions 

of "Hawaiian Salt" (evaporated sea water) to tap water and 

then checking salinity by the use of two instrwncnts: 

( i) a Martck TDC conductivity meter; an<l 

(ii) a hy<lromE't er -therrnomctcr comb inat ion . 
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The salinity results from the two were compared and an accuracy 

of salinity mcasurcmcnt · within l. 3 percent was estimated. 

Tap water was used for the fresh \vater target and was checked 

in the same manner. Twenty centimeters was used for the target 

depth for fresh water and seven centimeters for sea water. 

4.3.2. Waveguide Measurements . The waveguide sample cell, 

designed to measure energy reflected from an air-water interface 

in a hollow section of coaxial waveguide (Figure 30), was filled 

via the flexible plastic tubing and the water level adjusted by 

raising the water-filled plastic tubing until the water level 

corresponded to the center (bared wire) section of the waveguide. 

The initial test of the waveguide shmved the puzzling re·sul ts 

that: 

( i) the empty cell was strongly reflective, whereas most of 

the energy should have been absorbed by the terminating 

attenuator at the end of the cell, 

(ii) the same reflectance spectrum was obtained whether the 

water level was at the center of the cell or the water 

was drained out. A change in spectrum could only be 

obtained by raising the water level to the region of 

the upper t:.iper where the polyeth c1i nc insulator occupied 

a cons .iderahlc portion of the space between the inner 

(wire) and outer (tube) c·oncluctor '.; . 

Here the rcflect ~1nc c \vas less than that of the dra.i.ncJ cell. 
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It was conclu<lcd from these observations that there was an 

unwanted reflector at ::he center of the cell. To verify this hypo-

thesis, the receiving crystal 1vas substituted in place of the 

attenuator at the end of the cell so that the transmission spectrum 

of the empty cell could be measured. The transmissivity of the empty 

cell should have been almost unity had there been no defect in the 

cell, but almost no energy was transmitted, thus substantiating the 

hypothesis of a strongly reflective defect in the center of the cell. 

It was decided, <lue to the time and difficulty of constructing 

a new cell, to use an alternate measurement procedure which would 

bypass the defect. A 100 percent reflector would be emplaced at 

the region of the defect in the ce ·ter of the cell and measurement 

would be made of reflectance from a .water surface 15 centimeters 

above this point. Two consequences of thi s nuw mode follow: 

( i) at the ] Olv frequency c11d of the spectrum, the larger 

skin depth of fresh water would mean that 15 cm colu1m1 

of water would be transparent and nmltiple reflections 

would complicate the results; 

(ii) all of the apparent reflectance values of water would be 

decreased because the adj accnt tapered dielectric 111ould 

allow a port:i on of the energy to bypass the air-1,'ater 

interface ~rn<l become absorhc<l hy multiple reflections 

within the t~pereJ dielectric. 

Two 2-nun holes were drilled through th e cell tube wall, one 

at the center and OJlL' 15 cm ;1bovc the ccnt l!r. The l ower ll~t l f of 

the ccH 1.;:is then bcn1 llJ.> into a "V" unt.i J the 2 mm drain hole to 
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which the plastic .tubing was attachc<l was level with the center. 

Mercury was injected with a syringe into the ncwly-<lrilled hole at 

the center until the cell was filled to that le\'el. The mercury 

surface then formed a 100 percent reflective termination of the cell 

at its center. The ce11tcr hole was then scaled and the water sample 

was injected into the other hole 15 cm above the mercury until that 

cell was filled to that level. 

Spectra of reflectance from the air-water interface at this 

new level was recorded. The lower hol e 1vas opened to allow 

drainage, and rinsing and re-filling with samples of different 

salinities. For 100% reflectivity calibration spectra, the lower 

hole was sealed with a pressure resistant plug and the cell was 

filled to the 15 cm level with mercury. 

After completion of the measurements, an 11 autopsy" was performed 

on the cell to determine· the source of the unwanted reflector and 

the quality of soldered joints, etc. The cell was sawed into longi 

tudinal and lateral s ections·. 111c photogr aph in Figure 37 shows 

the cause of the refl ection, the thin strips connecting to two 

dielectric tapers ha<l expanded an<l s eparat ed from the center conduc

tor. Figure 37, lower photograph, shows an int erior vie.iv of the 

longitudinal s ect i on of the soldered cont:tct between the copper 

tubing and the copper braid. Sohlcrcd connect ions were judged 

to be s ati~ factory. 



Fi ;; ·· 1't f ·..:t I! . ·~· 1 '!.!T n f .. :! • ~.I• d' ·~··:i J ('JU 

C\,i·:•i'"i(n< o.r liielet'trtc ~·;triv-> 1:,,1) . 
vlt···• of Lraid-to · tubing '.;ofd('1· ·it (;nd <1-f cd 1 
(hot trnr.). 
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Chapter S: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 

S .1 Free-wave Experiments_ 

The reflectance spectra of the water target surf aces were 

obtained by comparing the measured reflectance spectra of the water 

surface to the measured calibratjon reflectance spectrum of the 

alwnin1..llll foil surface asswned to be 100% reflective. The calibra-

tion spectrum was obtained after placing the aluminum target shown 

in Figure 34 directly over the pool, centered under the antenna. 

The antenna was adjusted to 75 cm height above the · surface, the 

oscilloscope camera shutter was opened, and the first 100 ~econd 

9 9 sweep (from 2x10 to 4x10 Hz) begun. At the end of each sweep, the 

antenna was lowered l centimeter for a total of six sweeps at antenna 

heights from 75 to 70 cm over the target. At the end of the last 

sweep, a zero reflectance calibration 'line was obtained by disconnect-

ing the lead from the crystal to the ratiomcter. The camera shutter 

remained open for a time exposure of all sweeps. 

Figure 36 shows a photograph of the oscilloscope face during a 

calibration run. The abscissa is a linear function of frequency 

increasing to the right, and the ordinate is a linear function of the 

ratio of power trans~itte<l to power received through the directional 

couplers attached to the antenna. The hori zontal white lino at the 

bottom is the zero reflectance calibration line and its left end marks 

the beginning frequency, 2xl09 
llz. 11rn cnc.lj ng f requency, 4xl09 is 

marked by the five <lots at the right encl of the picture. The strong 

· interference fr ln~e s arc a result of the col1 cr cnt aJdition of the power 
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reflected inte1.1ally by the antenna and the power reflected by the 

target surface. 

The aluminum refL r encc surface 1vas then removed and the antenna 

lowered to a height of 75 cm .:ibove the water surface and the above 

multiple-sweep, multiple-range procedure repeated for each water 

sample. Figures 38 and 39 shows the results from tap water, top, 

and sea water, bottom. The ordinate scale is variable with frequency, 

but is the same on Figures 36, 38, and 39. The sea water was made by 

dissolving crude Hawaiian salt (evaporated sea water) in tap water and 

the salinity measured at 30 ppt dissolved solids .!_ 1 ppt with a 

Martek TDC conductivity meter and a hydrometer-thermometer combination. 

The first step in processing the oscilloscope data was to project an 

enlarged image of each photograph by use .of an opaque projector. The 

envelope of the maxima and minima of the interference figures, the 

zero calibration line, the frequency end markers, and the grid coor<li-

nates were all traced onto 8" x 10" papcT upon which the image was 

projected. Figures 40, 41, and 42 show the envelopes, P and P . · max min 

as trac~d. The vertical scale was arbitrary at that time but was 
. . 

then nominally quantitize<l by the following procedure: · the internal 

reflectance spectrum of the antenna was obtainC'd at the same power 

settings by tilting the antenna away from all. reflectors (Figure 35) 

and recording the spectrum. P~ecl s ion att enuators were added to the 

detecting crystal so that scvcra 1 clyn;lJnic ranges of the osci lloscopc 

could be shown on tlw same scale. A r e fc r cn.cc trace for 100°~ internal 

reflectance 1·J;1 s thc 11 ~1<lded by short-circuj ting the ant enna ~irid 

tlfr attenuators v.:cr c used f or sc1lc tr:1nsfo rnution. 
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Interference maxima and minima can be predicted by the equation 

P =R +R +r'RR max a ma a ma (48) 

and 

P . = R + R min a ma /RR a ma 
. (49) 

where P is a maximum and P . is a minimum value of the inter-
max min 

ference pattern, the locus of which is shown in Figures 40, 41, and 

42, traced from Figures 36, 38, and 39, respectively. The internal 

antenna reflectance is R , and the apparent reflectance of the metal a 

target is R • . ma 

An optical approach can be used to relate apparent reflectance 

to the assumed true reflectance, Rm' 100 percent, by considering 

that the free-wave energy is ·modified by reflective losses as it 

2 traverses the antenna interface twice, i.e. (1 - R ) , and also by a 

frequency dispersion of antenna gain, G , thus: 
a 

R = R (1 - R ) 2 G ma m a a 
(SO) 

It was found empirically that the gain (beam) losses seemed to 

coincide in frequency with antenna reflectance losses and the equati_on 

_(SO) could be rewritten as 

where 

R = R (1 - C)
2

, · ma m 

C = 4R a 

(SI) 

(S2) 

is an empirically dctc-i.·minC'cl factor chosen to rc<lucc the scatter of 

R from a smooth frequency curve. 
m 
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The apparent reflectance curve, Rma' Figure 40,was c9mputed from 

the equation, 

R ma 

- R 
a 

derived from equations 48, 49, and 51. 

These fourteen R . values were computed point-by-point from ma 

the P , P . , and R values at the nodes and antinode shown on max min . a · 

the figure. For comparison, the dashed line, G, represents a 

(53) 

frequency-squared antenna gain curve, reasonable for a fixed appara-

ture, swept-frequency mode. 

The apparent reflectance spectra of fresh water R f and $ea water a w 

R , Figures 41 and 42, . were computed in the. same manner. The asw 

actual surface reflectances of the water targets were computed by 

normalizing their spectra to that of the metal target, that is, the 

experimentally determined reflectance of fresh water, Rxf' and of sea 

water, R , respectively, was: 
XS 

R 

Rxf 
af w 

= 
Rma 

(54) 

and 
R 

R asw 
= R--XS 

(SS) 
ma 

For comparison, the computed thcorcticv.l rcflcctances of . SN NaCl 

and . 01 NaCl arc sl1ow11 on the same r:igurc 43 with the results. An 

error analysis was not pcrfon1od, but it is felt that the experimental 

rcsul ts were not suffj ciontly. accurate to \~arrant their use in 
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interprefation of chemical physics of saline water. 

5.2 Waveguide Sample Cell Experiments 

After the defect in the region of the cell originally intended 

for the air-water reflective interface was discovered, the defective 

region was by-passed by (i) shorting the entire bottom half of the 

cell with liquid mercury and (ii) measuring reflectance from an air

water interface 15 centimeters above the center. Calibration curves 

were obtained by raising the mercury level to the former water level. 

'Ibe reflectance curves for the mercury surface at 0 dB, -3 dB, and 

-6 dB attenuation, representing 100%, 50%, .and 25% reflected power, 

respectively, are shown in Figure 44. In all of these curves, the 

abscissa represents a linear scale of frequency, from 108 Hz at the 

left edge of the zero reference line to 2xl09 Hz at the bright spot 

at the right end of the trace. 

'Ibe fresh water reflectance spectrum (Figure 45) at the left end 

of the photograph shows the effects of increasing transparency with 

decreasing frequency. 'Ibe large interference effects from 108 to 

· 7x108 Hz are due to the coherent addition of the reflected energy 

from the mercury surface 15 cm under the water surface to that from 

the water surface. 111c skin-depth curves of Figure 16 validate this 

interpretation. 

The remaining interferences arc relatively small and originate 

from the imperfections in the cell and the flexible transmission line 

and connectors between the cell an<l the di.rccti.onal couplers. Tirn 

fact that the minima of th ·: e curves do not approach zero means that 
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Fig. 46 Appdrcnt reflectance spectra of 30. ppt sea 
wuteri(top) . ~ld 7. ppt brack i sh wa~er (bottom) 
.at 10 to 2xl0 Hertz. 
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the interfering waves arc much smaller than the principal air-water 

reflecting wave and the mean value between maxima and minima can be 

used. There was an uncertainty of ±5% to i10% in choosing a smooth 

curve to fit a mean value, the greatest uncertainty being at the high 

frequencies. Waveguide reflectance spectra at 2xio9 to 4xlo9 Hz were 

taken, but spurious interference effects were so large and irregular 

that the data were considered to be of no value. 

The apparent reflectance spectra for sea water (30. ppt Hawaiian 

salt by weight) and brackish water (7 ppt Hawaiian salt) are shown in 

Figure 46. The reflectance scale for Figures 45 and 46 is that of 

the calibration curves of Figure 44. 

The opaque projector was used to enlarge the oscilloscope 

photographs for the smooth-tracing process. These smoothed apparent 

reflectance values were normalized to those of the 0 dB mercury 

spectrum point-by-point at 18 discrete, uniformly-spaced frequency 

8 9 values between 10 and 2xl0 Hz. These uncorrected reflectance 

curves are shown in Figure 47. 

A correction factor was derived to allow for the effect of the 

presence of the triangular section (see Figure 48) of polyethylene 

dielectric at the interface. The outer surface of the polyethylene 

fanned an appr~ximate equilateral triangle of about 4 nun on a side. 

No analytic solution for the effect of a triangle was found, but 

the impedance effects of the water or mercury and of the polyethylene 

must add together in parallel. This condusion Nas dc<lu·ced from the 

experimentally determined fact th:lt the rcflcct:mcc spectra of mercury 

depended very little on the presence or absence of the dielectric; that 
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is, the calibration spectra of the mercury surface at the center of 

the .cell was within a few percent of that of the mercury surface at 

15 centimeters above the c~nter. 

where 

The correction curve wns derived .as follows: 

(i) for each of eleven hypothetical free power reflectance 

values, R, of .SO, .SS, .60, ...... , 1.00 a ratio of 

free-wave impedances of target to air, Z /Z , was derived w 0 

by the equation 

Z /Z = w 0 

1 - r 
1 + r 

Estimating that the t~iangular dielectric was equivalent in effect 

(56) 

(S7) 

to dielectric deployed in radial strips of spoke-like cross-section, 

occupying one half of the space between inner an<l outer conductors, 

.the impedance of the dry, Z d' and filled, Z , guide at each of the g gw 

eleven Z /Z values was computed by: w 0 

1 - .6 .4 z - so + 75 CZ 7D 
gw w o 

(58) 

and 
1 .6 .4 

zgJ = so + 75 (59) 

The coefficients . 6 a.nJ· . 4 represent the cff('ct i V(' ratio of the 

relative cross-secti.01wl <.lrca.s of polycthylc11c (.()) anJ open space 

or water (.4). Tltc ntio 4:6 i~; an crnpjric:ll f;1,·1or chos<~n 011ly 

bec<J.usc of the rcasnnalilc agrccn1c11t o[ the cotTl'Ctcd spcctr;1 \vj th 

' ' 'f 
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theoretical curves. The impedance of a gui<lc filled with dielectric 

only is 50 ohms, the impedance of a completely empty guide is 75 

ohms, and 75 (Z /Z ) is the impedance of a ~~uidc filled with water w 0 . 

only. The corrected reflectance of the guide is: 

2 2 

= 
l/Zg. d - l/Z gw (60) 

and the col' ection scaling factor for measured reflectance is 

6R = R - R, 
g 

a diffe · ~nt correction for each of the eleven incremental values. 

The corrected re{lectance spectra arc sho1m in rigure 49. 

(61) 

Since the. input values for these correcting equations are only 

estimates, the correction procedure is not very precise, but it seems 

to give a reasonable res11lt when they arc compared to the theoretical 

curves also plotted on Figure 49. 

One remaining effect neeJs to be considered. It can be seen on 

9 Figure 49 that there appear to be t1w broad lO\I S , at . 7xl0 · and 

l.Sxl0
9 

llz, and t1\10 broad highs , at l.05xl0
9 

and beyond 2.0xI0
9 

Hz. 

These cm be explained hy asst11nil1g tliat not all of th e energy 

which traveled clmm th e tap e red dielectri c wa s al1sorbcd, . hut some 

was reflected back into th e system to be add ed coherently with the 

energy reflected by th e ai r-\\1at er int er f:icc . The frequency spo.cing 

of the interfcrcnn~ Ill in:i rn~1, f an<l max i m;1, f . can be comput ed 
max' nun, 

by the equaU on s : 
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and 

f . m1n 

f max 

cm = 2dn ' 

= c(m + .5) 
2dn 

where c is speed of light, d is the distance separating the two 

reflecting regions, n is the refractive index of the medium, and m 

99 

(62) 

(63) 

is any integral (1, ) , 3 ... ) . If we choose 13. centimeters for d, 

the distance from the water surface to the end of the taper, n = 1.5, 

the known refractive index for polyethylene, then we can obtain 

f 9 9 9 (64) = .77xl0 , 1.54xl0 , 2.31xl0 min ' .... 

and f 9 9 9 (65) = 1.15xl0 , l.92xl0 , 2.7xl0 ' .... max 

in reasonable agreement with the frequencies minima and maxima in 

Figure 49. 

A few inferences about the properties of brackish water can be 

drawn from the experimental, corrccte<l reflectance spectra of Figure 

49: 

(i) sea water is more reflective than brackish water to radio 

8 8 .frequencies of 10 to 1. SxlO Ilz, 

(ii) both sea w~ter an<l brackish ~ater are more reflective to 

radio waves at 108 Hz than at the hi gher fr equencie s . 

These conclus ] ons agree with compute<l r cflcct nnce of NaCl solutions 

shown in the same figure. 



Chapter 6: DISCUSSION 

The two announced objectives of this research were: 

(i) to conduct a theoretical study of the electromagnetic 

properties of brackish water to UIIF and VHF (108 to 

9 10· Hertz) radio frequences and 

(ii) to design, construc_t, and· test a prototype free-wave 

radio reflectance spectrometer against brackish water 

targets of known (computed) reflectance properties to 

determine the feasibility of the design concept for a 

new remote sensor of salinity anomalies. 

The results of the theoretical study are presented in Figures 

100 

1 through 24, showing the frequency dispersion spectra of (i) three 

components of the complex specific permittivity, (ii) power 

reflectance~ (iii) brightness temperature, and (iv) skin depth of 

8 10 
smooth water at normal incidence to radio frequencies 10 to lx3x10 

Hertz. 

These curves \~ere computed from the dielectric properties of 

aqueous sodium chloride solutions as published in Saxton and Lane 

(1952) with the aid of an rnM 360/50 <ligi tal computer. It .is 

believed that the largest part of the inaccuracies of these figures 

is due to the method of machine plotting of the graphs with an 

IBM/1403 printer. The magnitude of unccrtaj 11tics from this cause 

are ±1 percent of the ordinate sc<lle ancl up to + 2.2 percent of 

the abscissa in al 1 of the Figures 1 through 24. 
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These curves constitute a contribution in that the spectra of 

the electromagnetic properties of 39 combinatjons of eight different 

NaCl solutions corresponding to pure, fresh, brackish, and sea water 

and five different temperatures from o0 c to 40°C have not previously 

been published. TI1ey should be of value to workers in remote sensing 

for hydrology, limnology, and estuar_ine studies. Even for those 

workers not .using spectrometry techniques, the information contained 

in these curves should be valuable for determining optimum frequencies 

of radio sensors and for evaluating the choice between passive 

. (radiometry) and active (reflectometry) techniques for measurement 

of salinity, temperature, or stratification of surficial water masses. 

Comparison of the dispersion curves of real part, e:', and 
r 

imaginary part, e:" and 2a./f, of the complex specific permittivity 
r 1 

to the curves of reflectance, brightne !>s, temperature, and skin 

depth shows that the most profound effect upon these latter three 

properties is that related to salinity of fresh and brackish water at 

106 to 10
9 Ilertz. Figures 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 show that this effect 

stems from the large change in the dispersion curves of ionic conduc-

·tivity, 2a./f in th(' 0 to .IN salinity range. Ionic conductivity is 
1 

due to the induced tran~lational motio1; of ions of dissolved salt 

and can be expected to increase in proportion to the number of ions 

present. 
6 . . 8 

At the lower frequency range from 10 to SxlO llert z , the rela-

tionship between tcmpcrJturc, salinity, frequency, and the reflcc.tancc 

of saline 1vatcr i s simple anJ monotonic. Rc fl cct:rncc increases 1vith 

increasing salinity , illl·rc ~1 s i11g tcmpc r:1turc, and llccroas i ng fr equency 
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(Figures 2. 4, 6 1 8 1 10, an<l 12). The brightness temperature curves, 

however, arc more complex . . At any given temperature, the brightness 

temperature is the monotonic functjon of salinity, decreasing with 

increasing salinity an<l decreasing frequency (Figures 13, 15, and 17). 

The temperatqre curves, however, are more complex. The brightness 

temperature of brackish water can either increase or decrease with 

increasing temperature, depending upon the salini~y and frequency. 

This effect is seen in Figures 19, 21, and 23. 

It should be pointed out that these reflectance and brightness 

temperature curv~s apply to radiation at normal incidence to a smooth 

water surface and will not hold for a departure of more than 10 

degrees from normal incidence. 

The radio reflection spectrometry as tested f9r this paper fell 

short of initial expectations in that free-wave ~easurements were 

not obtained thorughout the entire 108 to 4xlo9 Hertz frequency 

range. Original designs .called for the use of undirectional 

frequency-independent antennas throughout the spectrum. It was found 

that conunercial antennas described as frequency-independent were very 

expensive and the manufacturers either did not specify the spectral 

characteristics of impedance or the specification thereo '.. showed that 

these antennas (conical log-spiral or log-perip<lic types) were not 

sufficiency frequency-jndcpcndcnt for use as transducers in spectral 

studies. The con~; truction of suitable antennas in the laborator was 

att empted but these efforts failed. Frcc~1"avc reflectance spectra 

were finally obtained using a commercL11 pyr~m itb 1 horn antenn~ havj ng 

good frequency char;,ictvri. s tics from 2.Sx.10° tu 4.0xlo9 llertz . Free-wave 
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spectra were not obtained at longer wave-lengths, but the reflectance 

. 8 9 
spectra of brackish and sea water from 10 to 2 x 10 Hertz were 

measured using a hand-made coaxial waveguide cell. Uncertainties 

were introduced into these measurements when the technique was 

altered to avoid the effects of a defect in the cell. Also due to 

this alteration, waveguide m~asurements of fresh water were obtained 

only from 8 x 108 to 2 x io9 ·Hertz, because the increased skin-depth of 

fresh water at the lower frequencies then became a limiting factor. 

The experimental results .obtained from the spectrometer, 

although not sufficiently precise to be important to the study of 

the properties of sea water, are sufficient todemonstrate experi-

8 9 mentally that reflectance spectra from 10 to 10 Hertz can be used 

to discriminate between smooth brackish water (containing .7 ppt 

dissolved solids) and smooth sea water (Figure SO). 

Free-wave reflectance measurements at discrete frequencies have 

been used to measure water temperature (Thompson, et. at., 1968) and 

to measure ocean surface roughness (Katz, I., 1963), and swept-

frequency techniques have been used for microwave tests in electrical 

engineering applications (Ely, 1967). The unique contributions of the 

experimental work of the present study arc: 

(i) the investigation and fcasibili ty test of the use of a 

swept-fr.cquency, active, free-wave technique as a 

geophysical tool for the remote measurement of electro-

magnetic properties of natural surfaces. 

(:i.i) the experimental VIIF swept-frequency rad.i o reflectance 
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measurements to discriminate between water samples 

of different salinity. 
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APPENDIX: SURFACE ROUGHNESS 

Although the experiments · described here do not include the 

effects of water ripples and waves on the measured reflectance, some 

predictable effects of surface roughness will be discussed here. 

The most important difference between a smooth and a rough 

surface is that a smooth plane will reflect an incident plane wave 

specularly in a single direction, while a rough surface will scatter 

it into various ·directions (Beckmann and Spizzochino, 1963). Thus 

a rough surface may be defined as one which will scatter the energy 

of an incident plane wave in various directions, whereas a surface 

that reflects specularly can be called smooth. According to this 

definition, ·the same surface. may be rough for some radio waveiengths 

and smooth for others: The rough-smooth wavelength relationships may 

be formulated for plan(· waves at vertical incidence upon a surface 

with irregularities of height h. The path-length difference between 

reflection from the top and from the bottom of the irregularities 

is 

/J.r = 2h (66) 

and hence the phase difference, 

A~ = (2TI/A)Ar = 4Tih/~. (67) 

If this phase difference is small, the two reflected rays will be 

almost in phase as they arc in the case of a perfectly smooth surface. 

If the phase difference increases, the two rays will interfere by 

phase opposition and at least partiall y c;rncc l each oth er. Thi s 
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energy lost from the rays traveling in a -specular direction is 

redistributed in other directions, hence the surface is rough. 

Radio engineers frequently choose, as an arbitrary criterion 

for establishing a value of phase difference to divide "rough" from 

"smooth", M = 1f/4, namely, that a surface is considered smooth at 

normal incidence for 

h < A/16, 

or (c/fmax) (1/16) "" max h. 

where_· c is the speed of light, and f · is the highest frequency max 

(68) 

reflected coherently (Reed and Russel, 1966). If we apply the ab.ove 

criterion to the radio frequencies of interest, the water surfaces 

would be smooth if maximum water wave heights were less than: 

6 18 meters for 10 Hertz, 

18 centimeters for 108 Hz, 

1.8 centimeters for 109 Hz, 

9 millimeters for 2 x 109 Hz, 

· 9 
and 4.8 millimeters for 4 x 10 Hz. 

A general analytical solution to the remote determination of 

the electrical properties of material with irregular boundaries is 

as. yet unknown, but empirical techniques can hopefully ·be used to 

obtain approximate answers .. 

The sea surface can be described by the statistical di.stribu-

tion of its deviation from a certain mean level if we arc consider-

ing the scattering of plane 1vavcs at normal incidence. Beckmann a11d 



Spizzichino (1963, page 93) derive a quantitative formulation of 

the Rayleigh roughness criterion: 

R = e s 

where a is the standard deviation of the sea surf ace from a mean 

level and A is the radio wavelength. 
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(69) 

The component reflected in the specular direction, R, would be 

modified by the Roughness effect, R , upon the smooth surface reflecs 

tance, R
0

, as: 

R = R R 
0 s 

Some sample computations of R vs a/A are: s 

a/"A R s 

.001 "'1. 00 

.003 > .99 

.01 .98 

.03 .85 

.10 .21 

.30 .0001 

1. 0 - 0 

The resulting frequency dispersion of 3pparcnt reflectance, R, by 

surface roughness agrees qualitatively with the radio engineers' 

criterion presented previously. 

(70) 

One technique for isolating roughness effects from mass proper-

ties of the target mt'<lium is to measure the coherence of the reflected 
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signal. The loss of colierence or phase scrambling of backscattere<l 

waves by surface irregularities can be measured by the depolarization 

of the reflectec.l waves. For ex<imple, of a horizontally polarized 

signal was transmittec.l and ci1e backscattered signal was received by 

two antennas, one sensitive to vertically polarized waves and the other 

to horizontally polarized waves, the ratio of the signal received by 

the two antennas would give a measure of the roughness of the scatterer . 

A smooth surface would return a signal with the same polarization as 

the original signal (horizontal) and no signal of opposite (vertical) 

polarization would be returned. A very rough surface (lie/> .::_ 7T or 

h .::_ A/4) would return a depolarized signal and both the horizontally 

polarized and vertically polarized antennas would detect the back

scattered si-gnal. This same effect would be seen by the use of left 

and right-hand circularly polarizing antennas. 

Since roughness and its consequent depolarizing effects are 

described in terms of radio wavelength, the cutoff frequency or 

frequency dispersion signatures of coherently reflected signals is a 

measure of height distribution of roughness irregularities. Some 

einpirical measurements of depolarization by water waves using several 

discrete frequencies have been made by I. Katz (1963). 

Yet another approach is to measure the change in reflectance 

spectra with angle of incidence. A smooth mirror surface would 

reflect a signal back to the vicinity of the transmitter only if the 

transmitted be<im was directed at normal incidence to the surface. A 

roughened surface, however, would backscatter some radiation at 

other angles of incidence. Therefore, the backscattered spectra 
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taken at various angles of inci<lence woul<l give a measure of the 

statistical distribution of 1vave height and wavelength (Spetner and 

Katz, 1960) and wave angles (Cox and f'.lunk, 1954) . 

Another technique for measuring roughness effects is to measure 

the interference between the transmitted and reflected waves (Beckmann 

and Spizzichino, 1963, p . 299) . This can be achieved by exploiting 

the fact that a swept-frequency reflectometer design incorporates 

some of the logic of the design of PM radars. The principle of both 

systems involves the modulation of the frequency of the transmitted 

beam from frequency f 1 to frequency f 2 by a constant period sawtooth 

signal whose period is t seconds. In the FM radar systems (Matsuo, 
r 

1963), the received signal reflected by a static target at a distance 

R from the transmitted target is, of course, also modulated in the 

same sawtooth s1.,reep. The delay time between the two waves is 2R/c 

(c =wave velocity), so the frequ ency of the composite beat signal 

f of the two waves is determined from equation below and the power 
0 

is proportional to the apparent reflectance of the target : 

f = 
0 

2R ( f 
2 

- fl) 

c t 
r 

(71) 

The constant beat frequency, f , bet1veen the two swept signals 
0 . 

can be isolated by the use of a proper filter. \\Then the reflecting 

signal is smooth, the signal f is steady, but 1.,rhen the surf ace is 
0 

very rough, the coherent component vanishes and the interference 

between the transmitted and received signals f fluctuates rapidly 
0 

as a function of frequency, f . 
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The analysis of the variation of the bc::i.t si gnal shoul<l pro<lucc 

some relation to ocean ivavc height d j s t r ibution. 

The discussion above indicates th.:i.t there a r c at least four 

effects of surface roughness or refl e ct i on that can be quantified: 

1) frequency dispersion of total backscattere d energy at normal 

incidence due to si<lescattere<l losses; 

2) angular dispersion unique to each frequency; 

3) frequency dispersion of depolarization effects; 

4) frequency dispersion of FM interference beat-frequency 

fluctuations . 
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